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In this lesson, you will learn why the conclusion is a crucial part of your speech. Specifically, this

lesson will cover:

1. The Role of the Conclusion

1. The Role of the Conclusion

The role of a conclusion in a speech is to signal to the audience that the speech is coming to a close and help

them remember the most important points from the speech.

While this may sound unimportant or superfluous, if you do end your speech without indicating you are about

to do so it can feel extremely abrupt and confusing to the audience. Make sure to give the audience closure

with your ending.

It is important that you always tie your conclusion back to your introduction. This can most effectively be done

by circling back to your "hook," or attention grabber. The same 'vehicle' or theme, for example, an anecdote

about Margaret Thatcher, is employed to conclude the speech as was used initially to introduce it. A clever

closing line is common place and many strong speakers will simultaneously reference the theme discussed in

the introduction and conclusion.

The end of your speech is going to form your audience's lasting impression of everything you've said. This is

why your conclusion is the perfect opportunity to secure the key elements of your speech in your audience's

mind. Make sure that you reiterate the thesis statement from your introduction, highlight the most important

points from your speech, and then relate the concepts of the speech back to reality so your audience can see

how it is applicable to their world.

By reiterating your introduction you bring the audience's mind back to the overall purpose and message of

your speech. By signaling the end of your speech you ensure that your audience leaves with an overall

positive impression of your speaking and does not feel confused. By highlighting the main points, you ensure

they are fresh in your audience's memory.

Think of your conclusion as an opportunity to summarize. While your speech is undoubtedly well organized,

concise, and poignant it is still possible for listeners' attentions to wander or for them to not fully understand a

certain section of your speech. Your conclusion is the perfect place to reconcile any miscommunication with

your audience.

WHAT'S COVERED
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  TERMS TO KNOW

Applicable

Suitable for application; relevant.

Reconcile

To make things compatible or consistent.

  

In this lesson, you learned that the end of your speech is going to be the audience's lasting

impression of everything you've said. The role of the conclusion is to tie up your speech while

reminding your audience of your main points. Reiterating your introduction in your conclusion will

bring the audience's mind back to the overall purpose and message of your speech. If you end your

speech without some kind of lead-up or indication that you are about to do so, it can feel extremely

abrupt and confusing to the audience. Make sure to give the audience closure with your ending.

Source: Boundless. "The Role of the Conclusion." Boundless Communications Boundless, 3 Mar. 2017.

Retrieved 21 May. 2017 from https://www.boundless.com/communications/textbooks/boundless-

communications-textbook/organizing-and-outlining-the-speech-10/conclusion-54/the-role-of-the-conclusion-

214-6841/

  

Applicable

Suitable for application; relevant.

Reconcile

To make things compatible or consistent.

SUMMARY

TERMS TO KNOW
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